The disclosure discloses a main board, wherein the main board includes: a first pad; a second pad connected to the first pad; and a third pad connected to both the first pad and the second pad. The disclosure also discloses a method of implementing network/card locking, wherein the method includes: transmitting, by an encryption chip, a blocking request to a central processing unit when the encryption chip detects authentication-related information that is provided by a user identification unit to the central processing unit, and determines that the authentication-related information does not meet a preset network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator; blocking, by the central processing unit, the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving the blocking request. Meanwhile, the disclosure also discloses a mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented, wherein the mobile terminal includes a central processing unit, a user identification unit and an encryption chip. By using the main board, the method and the mobile terminal of the disclosure, the costs for producing a mobile terminal which is respectively adapted to different sales modes of mobile terminals can be reduced.
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A user identification unit communicates with a central processing unit, an encryption chip communicates with both the user identification unit and the central processing unit; a network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator is preset.
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The central processing unit receives and processes the authentication-related information; when receiving the blocking request, the central processing unit blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation, thereby implementing network/card locking.
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MAIN BOARD, AND METHOD OF IMPLEMENTING NETWORK/CARD LOCKING AND MOBILE TERMINAL IN WHICH NETWORK/CARD LOCKING IS IMPLEMENTED

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of mobile communications, and in particular to a main board, and a method of implementing network/card locking and a mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented.

BACKGROUND

[0002] At present, various mobile operators perform promotions by way of price subsidies to attract mobile terminal users to use their networks. Particularly, a mobile operator sells mobile terminals to customers at prices below costs, or even presents mobile terminals to customers for free; meanwhile, such mobile terminals are locked to network of the mobile operator or are locked to mobile terminal cards sold by the mobile operator. That is to say, mobile terminals sold at prices below costs or presented have a network locking function.

[0003] A device is disclosed in the Chinese patent application entitled “Mobile Terminal Network Locking Device Based on Encryption chip”, published on Jan. 2, 2008 with the publication No. CN101098540A. As shown in FIG. 1, the device includes an encryption chip, a central processing unit and a user identification unit; wherein the encryption chip is serially connected between the central processing unit and the user identification unit, and configured to transfer and detect communication information between the central processing unit and the user identification unit. When the encryption chip detects the communication information including an International Mobile Subscriber Identification (IMSI) number that does not meet a network locking requirement from a mobile operator, the encryption chip interrupts the communication between the central processing unit and the user identification unit, to cause the mobile terminal unable to operate normally, that is, to perform the network locking function of the mobile terminal.

[0004] In terms of sales of mobile terminals, selling mobile terminals at prices below costs or presenting them for free is only one of many sales modes for mobile terminals, and other sales modes than the above sales mode do not require the mobile terminals to be sold to have the network locking function. However, during production of mobile terminals, it is obvious that, for a main board obtained by wiring according to the above patent application, wires between the central processing unit and the user identification unit of the main board are disconnected. If no encryption chip is connected, the central processing unit is unable to communicate with the user identification unit, then the mobile terminal is unable to operate normally. Therefore, for a mobile terminal which is manufactured without the network locking function, it is also necessary to arrange an encryption chip therein. However, for such a mobile terminal, in which no network locking requirement from the mobile operator is preset in the encryption chip, such that the network locking function is turned off. Obviously, this will leave the encryption chip unused, and as a result, hardware resources are wasted and costs are increased. Alternatively, a main board may be redesigned for a mobile terminal which do not need the network locking function, so as to connect the central processing unit and the user identification unit. However, in this way, expenses for designing, testing and verifying the main board are increased, and thus costs are increased.

SUMMARY

[0005] Therefore, the first purpose of the disclosure is to provide a main board applicable for both a mobile terminal without network locking function and a mobile terminal with network locking function.

[0006] The second purpose of the disclosure is to provide a method of implementing network/card locking and a mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented by using the aforementioned main board.

[0007] In order to achieve the first purpose, the technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

[0008] A main board for a mobile terminal, wherein the main board includes: a first pad; a second pad connected to the first pad; and a third pad connected to both the first pad and the second pad; wherein

[0009] the first pad is configured to connect to a user identification unit;

[0010] the second pad is configured to connect to a central processing unit;

[0011] the third pad is configured to connect to an encryption chip;

[0012] wherein, when implementing network/card locking, the user identification unit, the central processing unit and the encryption chip are connected to the main board; the user identification unit authenticates a mobile terminal user by communication with the central processing unit; the encryption chip detects whether the communication meets a preset network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator, and blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation when the communication does not meet the preset requirement;

[0013] when not implementing network/card locking, the user identification unit and the central processing unit are connected to the main board, and the encryption chip is not connected to the main board; the user identification unit authenticates a mobile terminal user by communication with the central processing unit.

[0014] In order to achieve the second purpose, the technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

[0015] A method of implementing network/card locking, a user identification unit communicates with a central processing unit, and an encrypted unit communicates with both the user identification unit and the central processing unit; a network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator is preset for the mobile terminal.

[0016] when a mobile terminal user is authenticated, the method further includes:

[0017] transmitting, by the encryption chip, a blocking request to the central processing unit when the encryption chip detects authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit, and determines that the authentication-related information does not meet the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator;

[0018] receiving and processing, by the central processing unit the authentication-related information; blocking, by the central processing unit, the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving the blocking request.

[0019] Furthermore, the authentication-related information may include: an IMSI and an authentication algorithm;
the IMSI is composed of a Mobile Country Code (MCC), a Mobile Network Code (MNC) and a Mobile Identification Number (MIN);

[0020] when implementing network locking, the network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator may include: the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is consistent with an MCC of network of the mobile operator, and the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is consistent with an MNC of network of the mobile operator;

[0021] the determining that the authentication-related information does not meet the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator may include:

[0022] determining the authentication-related information as not meeting the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator when it is determined that the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is inconsistent with the MCC of network of the mobile operator, and/or the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is inconsistent with the MNC of network of the mobile operator.

[0023] Furthermore, when implementing card locking, the network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator may include: the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is within a number segment specified by the mobile operator;

[0024] wherein the determining that the authentication-related information does not meet the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator may include:

[0025] determining the authentication-related information as not meeting the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator when it is determined that the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is not within the number segment specified by the mobile operator.

[0026] Furthermore, when the blocking request is a single pulse, the transmitting the blocking request to the central processing unit may include: transmitting a single pulse to a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit;

[0027] the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation may include: triggering the pin “Reset” by the single pulse, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

[0028] Furthermore, the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation may include:

[0029] interrupting an authentication process of a mobile terminal user, through not transmitting, by the central processing unit, the received authentication-related information to a base station; or,

[0030] disabling, by the central processing unit, a call module and/or a short message sending and receiving module of the mobile terminal; wherein the call module is configured to perform voice services of the mobile terminal; the short message sending and receiving module is configured to perform short message sending and receiving services of the mobile terminal.

[0031] The disclosure also provides a mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented, wherein the mobile terminal includes: a main board, a central processing unit, a user identification unit and an encryption chip; wherein

[0032] the main board includes: a first pad; a second pad connected to the first pad; and a third pad connected to both the first pad and the second pad;

[0033] the user identification unit is connected to the first pad, and is configured to provide the central processing unit with authentication-related information for authenticating a mobile terminal user;

[0034] the central processing unit is connected to the second pad, and is configured to receive and process the authentication-related information, and to block the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving a blocking request from the encryption chip;

[0035] the encryption chip is connected to the third pad, and is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit when detecting that the authentication-related information provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit does not meet a preset network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator.

[0036] Furthermore, the authentication-related information may include: an IMSI and an authentication algorithm; the IMSI is composed of an MCC, an MNC and an MIN;

[0037] when implementing network locking, the network locking requirement from the mobile operator may include: the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being consistent with an MCC of network of the mobile operator, and the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being consistent with an MNC of network of the mobile operator; and

[0038] wherein the encryption chip may include a first detection module and a first request module, wherein

[0039] the first detection module is configured to trigger the first request module, when detecting that the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit is inconsistent with the MCC of network of the mobile operator, and/or the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is inconsistent with the MNC of network of the mobile operator; and

[0040] the first request module is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit.

[0041] Furthermore, when implementing card locking, the network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator may include: the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being within a number segment specified by the mobile operator;

[0042] wherein the encryption chip may include a second detection module and a second request module, and wherein

[0043] the second detection module is configured to trigger the second request module, when detecting that the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit is not within the number segment specified by the mobile operator; and

[0044] the second request module is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit.

[0045] Furthermore, the central processing unit may include: an authentication module and a control module; and wherein

[0046] the authentication module is configured to receive and process the authentication-related information;

[0047] the control module is configured to block the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving the blocking request from the encryption chip.

[0048] Furthermore, when the blocking request is a single pulse, the control module may be implemented as a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit, and
[0049] wherein the pin “Reset” is triggered by the single pulse from the encryption chip, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

[0050] Furthermore, the control module may block the mobile terminal from normal operation by blocking the authentication module from transmitting the received authentication-related information to a base station, so as to interrupt an authentication process being performed for a mobile terminal user.

[0051] Furthermore, the mobile terminal may further include: a call module and/or a short message sending and receiving module;

[0052] the main board may further include: a fourth pad connected to the second pad; and/or a fifth pad connected to the second pad;

[0053] wherein the call module is connected to the fourth pad, and is configured to perform voice services of the mobile terminal;

[0054] the short message sending and receiving module is connected to the fifth pad, and is configured to perform short message sending and receiving services of the mobile terminal; and

[0055] wherein the control module may block the mobile terminal from normal operation by disabling the call module and/or the short message sending and receiving module of the mobile terminal.

[0056] For the main board, the method of implementing network/card locking and the mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented provided in the disclosure, the first pad connected to the user identification unit is connected to the second pad connected to the central processing unit, and the third pad connected to the encryption chip is connected to both the first pad and the second pad. In this way, it may implement network/card locking by connecting the user identification unit, the central processing unit and the encryption chip to the main board. When the implementing network/card locking is not required, a mobile terminal user may be authenticated by connecting the user identification unit and the central processing unit to the main board, while without connecting the encryption chip to the main board, such that the mobile terminal can operate normally. It can be seen that the main board provided by the disclosure is applicable for both a mobile terminal without network locking function and a mobile terminal with network locking function, thereby reducing costs for producing a mobile terminal which is respectively adapted to different sales modes of mobile terminals.

[0057] The method and the device of the disclosure also have the following advantages and features: with features such as protocol authentication and encrypted message transmission, an encryption chip cannot be decrypted so far, therefore, realization of detecting communication and transmitting a blocking request by the encryption chip can prevent the first detection module and the first request module, or the second detection module and the second request module included by the encryption chip from being tampering, thereby realizing higher security.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0058] FIG. 1 shows a schematic structural diagram of a mobile terminal network locking device based on an encryption chip;

[0059] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of a method of implementing network/card locking according to embodiment 2 of the disclosure;

[0060] FIG. 3 shows a schematic structural diagram of a mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to embodiment 3 of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0061] A main board according to embodiment 1 of the disclosure includes a first pad, a second pad and a third pad; wherein the first pad is connected to the second pad, and the third pad is connected to both the first pad and the second pad; wherein

[0062] the first pad is configured to connect to a user identification unit;

[0063] the second pad is configured to connect to a central processing unit;

[0064] the third pad is configured to connect to an encryption chip;

[0065] wherein, when implementing network/card locking, the user identification unit, the central processing unit and the encryption chip are connected to the main board; the user identification unit authenticates a mobile terminal user by communication with the central processing unit; the encryption chip detects whether the communication meets a preset network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator and blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation when the communication does not meet the preset requirement;

[0066] when not implementing network/card locking, the user identification unit and the central processing unit are connected to the main board, and the encryption chip is not connected to the main board; the user identification unit authenticates a mobile terminal user by communication with the central processing unit.

[0067] FIG. 2 shows a flow of the method of implementing network/card locking according to embodiment 2 of the disclosure, wherein the method includes the following steps.

[0068] Step 201: the user identification unit communicates with the central processing unit, the encryption chip communicates with both the user identification unit and the central processing unit; a network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator is preset;

[0069] wherein, most mobile operators will require mobile terminals to lock their own networks, that is, require the mobile terminals to be able to implement network locking, however, some mobile operators only provide mobile services within a certain or some number segment(s), so they will require the mobile terminals to lock their own number segment, that is, require the mobile terminals to be able to implement card locking;

[0070] wherein, when implementing network locking, a Mobile Country Code (MCC) in an IMSI included in an authentication-related information is consistent with an MCC of network of the mobile operator, and a Mobile Network Code (MNC) in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is consistent with an MNC of network of the mobile operator; when implementing card locking, a Mobile Identification Number (MIN) in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is within a number segment specified by the mobile operator.

[0071] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, steps 202-205 are executed when authenticating a mobile terminal user.
[0072] Step 202: when the encryption chip detects the authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit, the encryption chip determines whether the authentication-related information meets the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator, if so, Step 203 is executed, otherwise, Steps 204 and 205 are executed.

[0073] Wherein, the user identification module may be a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) or a User Identification Module (UIM) and so on.

[0074] The authentication-related information includes: an IMSI and an authentication algorithm; the IMSI is composed of an MCC, an MNC and an MIN.

[0075] The step that the encryption chip detects the authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit is specifically as follows:

[0076] the encryption chip detects information that is sent by the user identification unit to the central processing unit, and analyzes that the information includes an IMSI, then it will be reconsidered that the encryption chip detects the authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit.

[0077] When implementing network locking, the step that the encryption chip determines whether the authentication-related information meets the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator includes that:

[0078] the encryption chip determines whether the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is consistent with the MCC of network of the mobile operator, and whether the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is consistent with the MNC of network of the mobile operator, if both are consistent, determines the authentication-related information as meeting the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator, otherwise, determines the authentication-related information as not meeting the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator.

[0079] When implementing card locking, the step that the encryption chip determines whether the authentication-related information meets the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator includes that:

[0080] the encryption chip determines whether the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is within a number segment specified by the mobile operator; if so, determines the authentication-related information as meeting the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator, otherwise, determines the authentication-related information as not meeting the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator.

[0081] Step 203: the encryption chip executes no any operation, and the flow of authenticating the mobile terminal user is continued.

[0082] Step 204: the encryption chip transmits a blocking request to the central processing unit;

[0083] wherein, when the blocking request is a single pulse, the transmitting a blocking request to the central processing unit includes: transmitting a single pulse to a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit.

[0084] Step 205: the central processing unit receives and processes the authentication-related information; when receiving the blocking request, the central processing unit blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation, thereby implementing network/card locking.

[0085] Wherein, when the blocking request is a single pulse, the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation includes: triggering the pin “Reset” by the single pulse such that the mobile terminal is reset; in this way, if the authentication-related information does not meet the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator, the mobile terminal will repeat the flow of resetting and then continuing to authenticate the mobile terminal user, such that the mobile terminal is unable to operate normally.

[0086] Wherein the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation may also include: interrupting the authentication process of the mobile terminal user, through not transmitting, by the central processing unit, the received authentication-related information to a base station, so, the authentication is failed, the mobile terminal is unable to access a mobile network, such that it is unable to operate normally.

[0087] Wherein the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation may also include: disabling, by the central processing unit, a call module and/or a short message sending and receiving module of the mobile terminal; wherein, the call module is configured to perform voice services of the mobile terminal; the short message sending and receiving module is configured to perform short message sending and receiving services of the mobile terminal; after the call module and/or short message sending and receiving module are disabled, the mobile terminal is unable to perform voice services and/or short message sending and receiving services, such that the mobile terminal is unable to operate normally.

[0088] FIG. 3 shows a structure of a mobile terminal in which network locking is implemented according to embodiment 3 of the disclosure, including: a main board, a central processing unit, a user identification unit and an encryption chip; wherein the main board includes: a first pad, a second pad and a third pad; the first pad is connected to the second pad, and the third pad is connected to both the first pad and the second pad;

[0089] the user identification unit is connected to the first pad, and is configured to provide the central processing unit with authentication-related information for authenticating a mobile terminal user;

[0090] the central processing unit is connected to the second pad, and is configured to receive and process the authentication-related information, and to block the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving a blocking request from the encryption chip;

[0091] the encryption chip is connected to the third pad, and is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit, when detecting the authentication-related information provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit does not meet a preset network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator.

[0092] Wherein, the authentication-related information includes: an IMSI and an authentication algorithm; the IMSI is composed of an MCC, an MNC and an MIN;

[0093] the network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator includes: the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being consistent with an MCC of network of the mobile operator, and the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being consistent with an MNC of network of the mobile operator;

[0094] the encryption chip includes a first detection module and a first request module; wherein
the first detection module is configured to trigger the first request module, when detecting that the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit is inconsistent with the MCC of network of the mobile operator, and/or the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is inconsistent with the MNC of network of the mobile operator;

the first request module is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit.

Wherein, the central processing unit includes: an authentication module and a control module; wherein

the authentication module is configured to receive and process the authentication-related information;

the control module is configured to block the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving the blocking request from the encryption chip.

Furthermore, when the blocking request is a single pulse, the control module is implemented as a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit; wherein the pin “Reset” is triggered by the single pulse from the encryption chip, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

Furthermore, the control module may also block the mobile terminal from normal operation in a following way: blocking the authentication module from transmitting the received authentication-related information to a base station, so as to interrupt this authentication process being performed for the mobile terminal user.

Furthermore, the mobile terminal further includes: a call module and/or a short message sending and receiving module; the main board further includes: a fourth pad and/or a fifth pad, the fourth pad is connected to the second pad, and the fifth pad is connected to the second pad; wherein

the call module is connected to the fourth pad, and is configured to perform voice services of the mobile terminal;

the short message sending and receiving module is connected to the fifth pad, and is configured to perform short message sending and receiving services of the mobile terminal;

the control module blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation by disabling the call module and/or the short message sending and receiving module of the mobile terminal.

A mobile terminal in which card locking is implemented according to the embodiment 4 of the disclosure includes: a main board, a central processing unit, a user identification unit and an encryption chip; wherein

the encryption chip is configured to transmit a blocking request to the central processing unit when detecting that authentication-related information provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit does not meet a preset network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator.

Furthermore, the network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator includes: an MIN in an IMSI included in the authentication-related information is within a number segment specified by the mobile operator.

The encryption chip includes a second detection module and a second request module; wherein

the second detection module is configured to trigger the second request module, when detecting that the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit is not within the number segment specified by the mobile operator;

the second request module is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit.

Except the encryption chip, other parts of the mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to embodiment 4 of the disclosure are similar to those of the mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to embodiment 3 of the disclosure; therefore no description will be repeatedly given here.

The mentioned above are only preferred embodiments of the disclosure but not limitation to the protection scope of the disclosure.

1. A main board for a mobile terminal, comprising:

   a first pad;
   a second pad connected to the first pad; and
   a third pad connected to both the first pad and the second pad;

   wherein the main board is connected to a user identification unit of the mobile terminal through the first pad, to a central processing unit of the mobile terminal through the second pad, and to an encryption chip of the mobile terminal through the third pad;

   wherein the user identification unit authenticates a mobile terminal user by communication with the central processing unit through the main board;

   wherein the encryption chip detects, through the main board, whether the communication meets a preset network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator, transmits a blocking request to the central processing unit through the main board when the communication does not meet the preset requirement, such that the central processing unit blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation;

   wherein the user identification unit authenticates the mobile terminal user by communication with the central processing unit through the main board.

2. A method of implementing network/card locking for a mobile terminal, wherein a main board of the mobile terminal is connected to a user identification unit, a central processing unit and an encryption chip of the mobile terminal; a network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator is preset for the mobile terminal, the method further comprising:

   transmitting, by the encryption chip, a blocking request to the central processing unit when the encryption chip detects authentication-related information that is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit, and determines that the authentication-related information does not meet the preset network/card locking requirement from the mobile operator;

   blocking, by the central processing unit, the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving the blocking request.

3. The method of implementing network/card locking according to claim 2,

   wherein the authentication-related information comprises: an International Mobile Subscriber Identification (IMSI) and an authentication algorithm; and wherein the IMSI is composed of a Mobile Country Code (MCC), a Mobile Network Code (MNC) and a Mobile Identification Number (MIN);

   wherein the network locking requirement from the mobile operator comprises: the MCC in the IMSI included in
the authentication-related information being consistent with an MCC of network of the mobile operator, and the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being consistent with an MNC of network of the mobile operator; and

wherein the determining that the authentication-related information does not meet the preset network locking requirement from the mobile operator comprises:

- determining the authentication-related information as not meeting the preset network locking requirement from the mobile operator when it is determined that the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is inconsistent with the MCC of network of the mobile operator, and/or the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is inconsistent with the MNC of network of the mobile operator.

4. The method of implementing network/card locking according to claim 2, wherein the card locking requirement from the mobile operator comprises: the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is within a number segment specified by the mobile operator;

wherein the determining that the authentication-related information does not meet the preset card locking requirement from the mobile operator comprises:

- determining the authentication-related information as not meeting the preset card locking requirement from the mobile operator when it is determined that the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is not within the number segment specified by the mobile operator.

5. The method of implementing network/card locking according to claim 2, wherein

when the blocking request is a single pulse, the transmitting the blocking request to the central processing unit comprises: transmitting a single pulse to a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit;

the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation comprises: triggering the pin “Reset” by the single pulse, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

6. The method of implementing network/card locking according to claim 2, wherein the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation comprises:

- interrupting an authentication process of a mobile terminal user, through not transmitting, by the central processing unit, the received authentication-related information to a base station; or,
- disabling, by the central processing unit, call function and/or short message sending and receiving function of the mobile terminal.

7. A mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented, comprising: a main board, a central processing unit, a user identification unit and an encryption chip; wherein

the main board comprises: a first pad; a second pad connected to the first pad; and a third pad connected to both the first pad and the second pad;

the user identification unit is connected to the first pad, and is configured to provide the central processing unit with authentication-related information for authenticating a mobile terminal user;

the central processing unit is connected to the second pad, and is configured to receive and process the authentication-related information, and to block the mobile termi-

nal from normal operation when receiving a blocking request from the encryption chip,

the encryption chip is connected to the third pad, and is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit when detecting that the authentication-related information provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit does not meet a preset network/card locking requirement from a mobile operator.

8. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 7, wherein, the authentication-related information comprises: an International Mobile Subscriber Identification (IMSI) and an authentication algorithm; the IMSI is composed of a Mobile Country Code (MCC), a Mobile Network Code (MNC) and a Mobile Identification Number (MIN);

wherein the network locking requirement from the mobile operator comprises: the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being consistent with an MCC of network of the mobile operator, and the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being consistent with an MNC of network of the mobile operator; and

wherein the encryption chip comprises a first detection module and a first request module; wherein

the first detection module is configured to trigger the first request module, when detecting that the MCC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit is inconsistent with the MCC of network of the mobile operator, and/or the MNC in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is inconsistent with the MNC of network of the mobile operator; and

the first request module is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit.

9. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 7, wherein

the card locking requirement from the mobile operator comprises: the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information being within a number segment specified by the mobile operator;

wherein the encryption chip comprises a second detection module and a second request module; and wherein

the second detection module is configured to trigger the second request module, when detecting that the MIN in the IMSI included in the authentication-related information is provided by the user identification unit to the central processing unit is not within the number segment specified by the mobile operator; and

the second request module is configured to transmit the blocking request to the central processing unit.

10. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 7, wherein

the central processing unit comprises: an authentication module and a control module; and wherein

the authentication module is configured to receive and process the authentication-related information;

the control module is configured to block the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving the blocking request from the encryption chip.

11. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 10,
wherein when the blocking request is a single pulse, the control module is implemented as a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit, and
wherein the pin “Reset” is triggered by the single pulse from the encryption chip, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

12. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 10,
wherein the control module blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation by blocking the authentication module from transmitting the received authentication-related information to a base station, so as to interrupt an authentication process being performed for a mobile terminal user.

13. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 10, further comprising: a call module and/or a short message sending and receiving module;
the main board further comprises: a fourth pad connected to the second pad; and/or a fifth pad connected to the second pad;
wherein the call module is connected to the fourth pad, and is configured to perform voice services of the mobile terminal;
the short message sending and receiving module is connected to the fifth pad, and is configured to perform short message sending and receiving services of the mobile terminal;
and
wherein the control module blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation by disabling the call module and/or the short message sending and receiving module of the mobile terminal.

14. The method of implementing network/card locking according to claim 3, wherein
when the blocking request is a single pulse, the transmitting the blocking request to the central processing unit comprises: transmitting a single pulse to a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit;
the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation comprises: triggering the pin “Reset” by the single pulse, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

15. The method of implementing network/card locking according to claim 4, wherein
when the blocking request is a single pulse, the transmitting the blocking request to the central processing unit comprises: transmitting a single pulse to a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit;
the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation comprises: triggering the pin “Reset” by the single pulse, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

16. The method of implementing network/card locking according to claim 3, wherein the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation comprises:
interrupting an authentication process of a mobile terminal user, through not transmitting, by the central processing unit, the received authentication-related information to a base station; or,
 dispensaries, by the central processing unit, call function and/or short message sending and receiving function of the mobile terminal.

17. The method of implementing network/card locking according to claim 4, wherein the blocking the mobile terminal from normal operation comprises:
interrupting an authentication process of a mobile terminal user, through not transmitting, by the central processing unit, the received authentication-related information to a base station; or,
-disabling, by the central processing unit, call function and/or short message sending and receiving function of the mobile terminal.

18. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 8,
wherein the central processing unit comprises: an authentication module and a control module; and wherein the authentication module is configured to receive and process the authentication-related information;
the control module is configured to block the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving the blocking request from the encryption chip.

19. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 9,
wherein the central processing unit comprises: an authentication module and a control module; and wherein the authentication module is configured to receive and process the authentication-related information;
the control module is configured to block the mobile terminal from normal operation when receiving the blocking request from the encryption chip.

20. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 18,
wherein when the blocking request is a single pulse, the control module is implemented as a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit, and
wherein the pin “Reset” is triggered by the single pulse from the encryption chip, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

21. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 19,
wherein when the blocking request is a single pulse, the control module is implemented as a pin “Reset” of the central processing unit, and
wherein the pin “Reset” is triggered by the single pulse from the encryption chip, such that the mobile terminal is reset.

22. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 18,
wherein the control module blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation by blocking the authentication module from transmitting the received authentication-related information to a base station, so as to interrupt an authentication process being performed for a mobile terminal user.

23. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 19,
wherein the control module blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation by blocking the authentication module from transmitting the received authentication-related information to a base station, so as to interrupt an authentication process being performed for a mobile terminal user.

24. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 18, further comprising: a call module and/or a short message sending and receiving module;
the main board further comprises: a fourth pad connected to the second pad; and/or a fifth pad connected to the second pad;
wherein the call module is connected to the fourth pad, and is configured to perform voice services of the mobile terminal;

the short message sending and receiving module is connected to the fifth pad, and is configured to perform short message sending and receiving services of the mobile terminal; and

wherein the control module blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation by disabling the call module and/or the short message sending and receiving module of the mobile terminal.

25. The mobile terminal in which network/card locking is implemented according to claim 19, further comprising: a call module and/or a short message sending and receiving module;

the main board further comprises: a fourth pad connected to the second pad; and/or a fifth pad connected to the second pad;

wherein the call module is connected to the fourth pad, and is configured to perform voice services of the mobile terminal;

the short message sending and receiving module is connected to the fifth pad, and is configured to perform short message sending and receiving services of the mobile terminal; and

wherein the control module blocks the mobile terminal from normal operation by disabling the call module and/or the short message sending and receiving module of the mobile terminal.

* * * * *